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" To thee I say thou liest in thy throat, which I will be ready to justify upon
thee in any place of Europe where thou wilt assign me a free place of coming,
. . . provided that the place be such as a Servant of the Queen's Majesty have
access to. If I do not, having my life and liberty, prove this upon tiee, I am
content that this lie I have given thee return to my perpetual infamy. And this
which I write I would send to thine own hands, if I knew thee."
He adds sarcastically that one who afiects to be conversant with " the very
whisperings of the Privy Chamber," can hardly fail to hear of this challenge, whicn
will be printed and published: "And from the date of this writing, ... 7 will
these three months expect thine answer."1
The original manuscript—not known to his biographers or to the Cambridge
editor of Sidney's Collected Works,—is scribbled in an agitated fashion, as if his
hand could hardly keep pace with his mind. But it is perfectly legible; and though
it reads more like a first draft than a work for publication—and no Elizabethan
printed version can be found—its moral importance should no longer be ignored.2
The gist of Sidney's argument is that from the time the Queen came to the
throne, enmity to Leicester has meant enmity to the Queen; Leicester's faith and
honour being " so linked to Her Majesty's service " that to attack the one is to
wish to undermine the other.
But modern Protestant biographers and historians have discarded the word
of Sidney, and overlooked that of the Privy Council, and of the Queen herself; and
1The writing is undated; and there was no answer. Sidney's biographer, the Reverend Dr. Zouch,
Prebendary of Durham, protested in 1808,—not against the anonymous calumniator, but against
Sidney:
"Every indulgence is allowable to the feelings of a young writer anxious to rescue from
reproach the reputation of his relation ... But surely it would have been much more praiseworthy
to have abstained from ail asperity of speech ... It is impossible not to censure the following
address to his nameless antagonist .... [quoted]. Is this the language of a just and candid
advocate . . . ?"
Nevertheless, says Dr. Zouch, "such language may be deemed less inexcusable" because in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth "the manners of the English gentry were far removed from that
urbanity and refinement which adorned them in later times."
On the contrary, manners were then supposed to be based on the standard defined by
Castiglione in his "Cortegiano" And Sidney in 1584 was not "a young writer"; he was nearly
thirty. Dr. Zouch's inverted sense of propriety, not shocked by the outrageous accusations but only
by Sidney so far departing from "urbanity" as to characterise lies as such, created a precedent
for treating the "Defence of the Earl of Leicester" as negligible. Even his careful 1915 biographer,
Professor Wallace, calls it " formal writing"; then adds that" its only effectiveness is of sound and
fury "; and in conclusion (pp. 327-328) asserts that " Sir Philip passes lightly over the crimes where-
with his uncle was charged." But far from treating the matter " lightly," Sidney lashed with
scorn the "wicked and filthy thoughtes" which "by all good laws" were due to be punished.
2 It is frequently stated that it cannot have been published, the reason given being that it docs not
occur in the Stationer's Register. But books licensed by the Queen and Council were not always
entered in the Register, which is not a record of every book printed; only an account of fees paid.
Nevertheless, as Sir Philip was not a Privy Councillor, it may have been judged best to leave the
vindication to be pronounced officially by the Queen. (E.E. pp. 122-123, ante;.

